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NESTLED WITHIN A BUSTLING SHOPPING DESTINATION, DELTA® FAUCETS CREATE AN OASIS OF QUIET CALM.

The Nursing Nook offers mothers a nurturing space apart from crowds.

An Indianapolis fixture since the mid-1970s, The Fashion Mall at Keystone has enlarged many times—growing to cover more than 47 acres, while accommodating an expanding number of shops and addressing the ever-increasing needs of its customers. One of the mall’s most recent additions took place in its “Nursing Nook,” a secluded area in which mothers may nurse and tend to their children in privacy. Created to furnish a peaceful sanctuary from the bustling mall area, the space includes soothing colors and comfortable furniture designed to put mothers and babies at ease. But there was one more touch that helped to further enhance the retreat.

Electronic faucets and soap dispensers add stylish convenience.

Working with The Fashion Mall (and its owner, the Simon Property Group), Delta Faucet added elements to enhance the Nursing Nook: new Ara® faucets featuring Proximity® Sensing Technology and coordinating electronic soap dispensers. With sleek, contemporary design elements, the additions blend perfectly with the property’s stylish feel. Moreover, the ease of responsive, hands-free technology offers an amenity well-suited to a luxury mall—triggering the flow of water at the approach of a hand. Since their installation, the Delta products have reliably delighted hundreds of mothers—serving the public in a very private space.